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Summer Fashion Newj

The warm weather is finally here. Isn’t it 
V/onderful to put on your bermudas and go bare
footed again? Speaking of berrnudas, they have 
^ little competition this year. The jump-suit is 
'oiaking the sc€ne„ Short pants made right onto 
fHe top^ zip up the front and make you look as if 
you*re ready for anything. They come in stripes, 
polka-dots, lacy pastels, and dark, rugged- 
booking solidSo For cooler days and nights,

Jirmp-suits are mo.de with long legs to keep you 
'’'’arm. If it’s the pantruait you love, they're cut 
^hni-mannered for a. Jolin-John look, in pale
•'■ittle giii colors. The more conventional ber- 
^edas a.re soft and flowered prints, bold stripes.
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Eeacli dresses are empire tents, pant dresses, 
shifts. Some of the cutest are white, micro- 

’dotted with na.vy and red backgrounds. Also on the 
*^epac}», braids are the rage. Put your own hair up 

pin 'em on. If it's too short for that, v/ear 
bbiern on your beach ha.t and make the scene, San- 

by V/ee-jun, made in brown leather, actually 
much like the loafer.
What's the most flattering frame in sunglasses 

you? As a rule, either oval or octagonal looks 
bTer.ty cn almost tu/erycne, but this is a S’ommcr

breaking rult^s. Round frames, for ex
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But try on
u.<.ely you. The on^y^ay to tell what will really b^ mo^t 

fJatterihgic to try on lots of different si^es,/
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siiape .j, ind colors. Can’t make up your m
Startni^t/oilection. Cne for indoors, one fq-tr out-
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doors^and one for a rainy day. If yomwedr sun
glasses as a hea.dband, choose a pair^•3.de\to be
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blue, tinted lenses do the loveliest things wfeeti 
matched to your eyes. In all the most fashionable 
circles, there are lenses of palest tint, with 
skinny thin fra.mes.

Bathing suits are all different. In skimpy 
bikinis and long-legged suits, the water-babies 
swim, Daisy-printed and loud striped, they 
present a wide variety to choose from.

Have you seen the latest papers? They’re 
big scoops for travel and casual wear, so light in 
weight and price, such fun to chow up in, and so 
easy to throw away. Made by Kimberly-Stevens,
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